UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Faculty Senate Meeting
AGENDA
December 8, 2017
TIME: 2:15 P.M.
PLACE: Mock Courtroom, The George

I.

Call to Order
A.
Approval of Minutes
 November 10, 2017 (pp. 2-11)
B.
Administrative Updates
 Library Annual Report – 2016-2017 (pp. 12-52)
C.
Committee Updates
D.
Old Business

II.

New Business
A.

Program, Curriculum, Catalog, and Course Changes
1. General Education Competency Alignment Form
a. FACS
(1) MUSC U162 (pp. 53-54)
b. HPPA
(2) SOST U201 (pp. 55-56)

III.

Announcements

IV.

Adjournment
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Faculty Senate Meeting
MINUTES
November 10, 2017
TIME: 2:16 P.M.
PLACE: Campus Life Center Ballroom
Officers Present: Dr. Holly Pae (SOE), Faculty Chair; Dr. Lizabeth Zack (SCW), Faculty-Chair
Elect; Dr. Rebecca Mueller (SOE), Recording Secretary
Members Present: Chunyu Ai (MCS), Dr. Darlene Amendolair (SON), Dr. Warren Bareiss
(FACS), Dr. Bradley Baumgarner (NSE), Dr. Gary Bradley (SOE), Lola Bradley (LIB), Dr.
James Bunde (PSY), Dr. Stacy Burr (SOE), Dr. David Coberly (LLC), Dr. Richard Combes
(HPPA), Tamara Cook (SON), Dr. Jim Griffis (HPPA), Dr. Muhammad Hameed (MCS), Dr.
Dawn Henderson (SON), Dr. Sarah Hunt-Barron (SOE), Dr. Felicia Jenkins (SON), Dr. Laura
Jennings (SCW), Dr. Cassandra Jones (LLC), Dr. Toshua Kennedy (SON), Dr. Rick Krueger
(NSE), Dr. Deshia Leonhirth (INFO), Allison Ludwig (FACS), Dr. Anselm Omoike (NSE), Dr.
Nicole Richardson (HPPA), Dr. Mary Sarver (SCW), Amanda Schwartz (MCS), Kevin Shehan
(LIB), Dr. Monika Shehi (LLC), Dr. Kimberly Shorter (NSE), Dr. Julie Wade (JCBE), Dr.
Carolina Webber (FACS)
Ex-Officio: Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor; Dr. Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor;
Mary-David Fox, Registrar
Visitors: Alphonso Adkins (Chief Diversity Officer), Dr. Chris Bender (NSE), Dr. June Carter
(LLC), Dr. Peter Caster (LLC), Dr. Jeannie Chapman (NSE), Frieda Davison (LIB), Dr.
Mohamed Djerdjouri (Dean of Johnson College of Business and Economics), Dr. Bridget Doyle
(NSE), Dr. Katharine Gibb (Dean of Mary Black School of Nursing), Lana Hinds (Student Life),
Dr. Celena Kusch (LLC), Dr. Carol Loar (HPPA), Dr. Yancy McDougal (IDS), Lee Neibert
(FACS), Doug Peters (Student Life), Klay Peterson (University Police), Dr. Kim Purdy (Dean of
University College)
Absent: Gabby Drake (LLC), Dr. Kate Frear (JCBE), Dr. Jim Kamla (SOE), Dr. Colleen Kilgore
(SON), Dr. Susan Ruppel (PSY), Dr. Kyle Turner (JCBE)
I.

Call to Order
 Dr. Holly Pae (SOE) called the meeting to order at 2:16 p.m.
A.

Approval of Minutes
 The minutes for the October 6, 2017 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as
distributed – motion by Dr. Jim Griffis (HPPA), seconded, and approved
unanimously.
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B.

Administrative Updates
 Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor
- Introduced Alphonso Adkins as the new Chief Diversity Officer. Noted
his diverse experience, including his work as a licensed attorney.
- Stated his belief that the decision to lockdown the campus on Tuesday was
the right choice. The first obligation of the University is the safety of
students and employees and if there is ever gunfire in or around campus
the campus should be shut down until we know what is going on.
 Invited Klay Peterson to provide additional information about
Tuesday’s events.
 Klay Peterson, Director of Public Safety and Chief of Police
- The information put out in the media about the University’s involvement
was incomplete; therefore, he wanted to share the complete information
with faculty.
 In the early afternoon hours on Tuesday, November 7, 2017 Campus
Police were dispatched by County 911 to shots fired in the Library
parking lot.
 One uniformed officer was on duty, due in part to human resources
issues with Columbia that are hindering the hiring of additional
officers.
 All available people responded, arriving at Campus Edge Apartments
and assisting the Sheriff’s Department in searching for an individual
who had fired six shots, damaging vehicles and shooting an individual
in the arm. The Sheriff’s Deputies on the scene were looking for an
individual matching the exact description of the subject that was
communicated to campus. That description is verified by two text
messages received by Sheriff’s Deputies. They have not been informed
of any other description of a suspect. Campus Police and the Sheriff’s
Department were working at the time with the best information they
had.
 Officers searched the apartment complex and the campus but did not
find any suspect remotely matching the description. They eventually
felt safe to lift the lockdown and resume normal operating procedures.
 Has since received feedback from many parts of campus that things
went well.
- Experiencing such an emergency allows the University to review its
procedures and identify areas for improvement. Tuesday’s events revealed
the following needs:
 Three buildings on campus do not have access control systems (ACS)
– CLC, Hodge, and International Studies. ACS allows Campus Police
to remotely control buildings, meaning they can quickly lock all
exterior doors. Chancellor Kelly has authorized the procurement of
contracts to install ACS in those buildings.
 There are some door issues. Even though 56 work orders have been
processed since January 2016 some problems still remain.
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-

-

Spartan Alert will be changed from an opt-in system to an opt-out
system. Everyone will be in the system unless they go through specific
steps to remove themselves. This will improve the University’s ability
to relay emergency messages to everyone.
Reminded faculty of ongoing active shooter training offered through the
Police Department. Encouraged faculty to participate because students
look to faculty to lead them through emergency situations.
Reminded faculty of the Emergency Manuals that are installed on the
computers in each classroom that provide a checklist for what to do in
different situations (e.g., lockdown, active shooter, severe weather).
 Dr. Chris Bender (NSE) later noted that the campus emergency
instructions icon leads to “page not found” because it is attached to the
old website.
o Mr. Peterson responded that he was aware of that issue, believed it
has been repaired, and will follow up with ITDS to ensure it is
updated quickly. A hard copy of the manual is available in every
classroom as well.
Announced that a new officer began Friday and a second will begin on
Monday. Once a third position is filled, the Police Department will be
back up to speed.
Mr. Peterson took questions.
 Dr. Jeannie Chapman (NSE) stated that a colleague was teaching in
Tukey during the lockdown and the doors did not automatically lock.
o Mr. Peterson responded that another issue is key control (i.e., a
person unlocks the door and depresses the emergency releases on
the inside of the door), which may prevent the doors from locking
automatically. Explained that this is a serious security breach and
they are trying to determine how to communicate that employees
should not unlock doors if they do not have authorization to do so.
There is also an issue with student groups who meet in the
evenings and block doors open, so they are also trying to determine
the best way to handle that.
 Dr. Monika Shehi (LLC) shared that she and her students were
particularly unnerved by the second announcement about a man on
campus with an automatic weapon. When she read later that evening
that those details were inaccurate, she questioned the necessity of the
second announcement. She appreciated Mr. Peterson confirming that
correct details were shared, thereby justifying the second
announcement.
o Mr. Peterson responded that when they only had the information
that shots had been fired the first alert was to lock down only the
buildings on the west side of campus. After they learned that an
active shooter had fled in the direction of campus, they decided to
move to full lockdown. He again emphasized the importance of
active shooter training because it increases our preparedness for
and improves our response during such situations.
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Dr. Nicole Richardson (HPPA) asked how to find the campus
emergency information.
o Dr. Kelly responded that directions will be shared with the entire
faculty.
Dr. Lizabeth Zack (SCW) asked if students are made aware of the
protocol for active shooter situations, since events may occur when
students are not in classrooms.
o Mr. Peterson responded that the vast majority of students do not
know how to respond, which is a hole in the system. The Police
Department is planning an active shooter training for an evening in
the spring and, if it is well attended, they will add that component
to their training curriculum. There is an active shooter video on the
website that is geared toward students but it is rarely accessed,
maybe because it has not been promoted. The University does not
want to encourage a mindset of paranoia but does want everyone to
be prepared.
Dr. Dawn Henderson (SON) asked if manuals were available on the
Greenville Campus.
o Dr. Kelly responded that the manual is available but the Greenville
Campus follows different procedures and is under the direction of
Greenville Technical College officers.
o Mr. Peterson responded that little attention had been paid to
emergency preparation on that campus in the past but USC Upstate
University Police have worked with Greenville Tech officers to
improve preparation on that campus.
Dr. Celena Kusch (LLC) asked if mental health support would be
provided in relation to this event.
o Dr. Kelly responded that he met with students on Wednesday.
Counseling Services is always dealing with stressors and is
currently conducting outreach through Student Affairs related to
this issue. Reminded faculty to encourage students who are
struggling for any reason to take advantage of Counseling
Services.
Dr. Kusch (LLC) asked if the University had any thoughts for
improving the situation at Campus Edge because this is not the first
time situations have occurred on that property.
o Dr. Kelly responded that Campus Edge is similar to housing
around many other universities in that it may experience a higher
incident rate. The University does not own the property or have
jurisdiction over the property but certainly has thoughts about the
property, though he is not in a position to share those at this time.
o Mr. Peterson responded that due to the number of students who
live at Campus Edge the Campus Police patrol the area as a crime
prevention measure. The Department wants to be a good partner
with the Sheriff’s Department and do all they can to keep students
safe (e.g., unlock cars, jump batteries).
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Dr. Julie Wade (JCBE) stated that some faculty at The George did not
receive any emails despite being enrolled in the Spartan Alert system.
Dr. Chapman (NSE) later added that the messages went to her Clutter
folder.
o Mr. Peterson responded that he did not have an explanation for that
since everyone is enrolled in the same system.
o Dr. Kelly responded that similar problems have occurred at other
institutions who have the same alert system. Explained that an
audit will be conducted as the University transfers to an opt-out
system, which will probably take a couple of months. The results
of the audit will be shared. Does not know where the gaps are but
acknowledged that too many people did not get the messages. The
prevalence of mass University messages going to clutter is a
product of the low rating Google has given Upstate because of our
use of Microsoft 365. ITDS is taking steps to improve our Google
score.
 Frieda Davison (LIB) explained that when the lockdown occurred
some students were stuck between the external and internal doors of
the Library.
o Mr. Peterson explained that it would have been appropriate to let
those students through the internal doors because they were
already in the Library.
o Dr. Kelly encouraged faculty to participate in the active shooter
training, in part for our own professional protection. As state
employees, we must follow state policies and if those policies are
knowingly violated and become the subject of litigation the
University cannot cover our liability.
 Dr. Darlene Amendolair (SON) asked if that training could be
incorporated into annual OSHA training requirements.
o Dr. Kelly responded affirmatively and said that may be another
example of how required training must be updated to fit new issues
and times (e.g., Title IX).
- Mr. Peterson thanked the faculty and stated that the Campus Police
Department’s effectiveness only goes as far as its partnerships with the
community. Everyone plays an important role in the safety and security of
students.
Dr. Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor
- Explained two recent actions taken to increase out of state enrollment.
 The University recently listed five programs on the Academic
Common Market, which is a tuition savings program offered by the
Southern Region Education Board. The Market allows students who
wish to pursue a program not offered in their state to attend an out-ofstate institution for in-state tuition. The newly listed programs include
Engineering Technology Management, Advanced Manufacturing
Management, Commercial Music, Informatics, and Exercise and
Sports Science.
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The Board of Trustees recently approved a policy that allows out-ofstate students enrolled in the RN to BSN program to pay the Palmetto
College in-state rate. USC Columbia already has this policy, and USC
Upstate and USC Aiken petitioned for the policy to be extended to
their campuses. Would love to see all fully online programs have an
in-state or e-rate that is different from the out-of-state rate.
The University is currently developing the five-year interim report for the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission of Colleges.
This is required for reaccreditation, which is set for 2022. Dr. Warren
Carson is leading that effort.
Provided updates on two leadership searches.
 Approximately 60 people applied for the Vice Provost of Academic
Affairs position. The search committee is preparing to Skype with
eight candidates. Thanked Dr. Katharine Gibb and the committee
members for their work.
 Recently presented with four finalists for the Dean of the School of
Education position. They will visit campus in the coming weeks and
he hopes to make an offer before winter break.
In response to a concern voiced by Dr. Yancy McDougal at the August
General Faculty Meeting, assembled a task force composed of
Dr. McDougal, Susannah Waldrop, Donette Stewart, and Dr. Kim Purdy
to investigate the withdrawal date. The task force found that the
University’s withdrawal date was in line with most other state institutions.
Also found that the Financial Aid Earn Date occurs approximately 60% of
the way through the semester (this year that was the week before the
withdrawal date). If students withdraw before that date, they must repay
overage money and may also have to repay tuition money. The task force
concluded the potential financial penalty to students outweighed the
benefits of moving the withdrawal date. Instead, the task force
recommended mid-term grades should be the mechanism used to help
students make better decisions about their academic progress (e.g., an
email encouraging students to check and discuss their progress with
professors, have advisors review and discuss mid-term grades during the
advisement period). Thanked the task force for their service.
 Dr. Peter Caster (LLC) emphasized that these recommendations
referred to the “withdrawal” date (later in the semester - the course
appears on students’ transcripts) not the “drop” date (early in the
semester – the course does not appear on students’ transcripts).
Appointed another task force to examine challenges associated with onboarding adjunct faculty. Members include an associate dean, three
administrative assistants, an adjunct faculty member, Dagmara Bruce,
Luke VanWingerden, and Dr. Celena Kusch (chair).
The Expanded Provost Council met recently and discussed a new student
enrollment planner system that will go into effect fall 2018 and help with
advising and scheduling. Initial steps include populating Degree Works
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with course equivalencies for common transfer courses and correcting
student records.
- Announced a recent charge to units to revisit and possibly revise
promotion and tenure (P&T) criteria. Feels this review is appropriate for
several reasons:
 last review occurred 3.5 years ago
 our increasingly emphasized role as a Public Regional Comprehensive
University
 revised criteria for promotion to full professor, and
 significant number of new hires.
This review should occur over the course of the academic year. Wants the
criteria to value, acknowledge, and reward work that fulfills the
University’s mission.
- Announced that the University earned a Silver Seal Award from the All In
Campus Democracy Challenge because our student voter participation rate
in the 2016 election was between 60% and 69%. Only one university
earned a Gold Seal. Believes student voter participation rate is a proxy for
a university climate that allows difficult conversations about issues related
to democracy to occur. Believes these conversations occur because the
community and faculty make students feel comfortable enough to have
those conversations in class.
- Dr. Flynn took questions.
 Dr. Gibb (SON) stated that since the Board of Trustees’ approval the
Mary Black School of Nursing has accepted two out-of-state students
into the RN to BSN program and six more are currently in progress.
 Dr. Rick Krueger (NSE) asked if Dr. Flynn had thought further about
sharing the procedures for distributing faculty positions.
o Dr. Flynn responded he had given it more thought but was not
ready to share.

II.

C.

Committee Updates
 There were no committee updates.

D.

Old Business
 There was no old business.

New Business
 Academic Affairs Committee
1. Changes in Forms - Change in Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog:
a. Change in Curriculum or Program to Include Minors
b. Change in Curriculum or Program to Offer Minors
c. Change in Undergraduate Catalog Course Listing
d. Change in Graduate Catalog Course Listing
e. Change in Catalog Listing
f. Change in Graduate Catalog Listing
g. Change in Undergraduate Curriculum or Program
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h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Change in Graduate Curriculum or Program
New Undergraduate Course Request
New Graduate Course Request
Request for New Degree Program
Request for New Graduate Degree Program



Dr. Pae (SOE) explained the changes, including inserting “Program” in front
of “CIP code,” placing the Registrar’s signature after committee work, and
adding “CHE Proposal” when proposing new programs.
The changes were approved unanimously.




Program, Curriculum, Catalog, and Course Changes
1. FACS
a. Undergraduate Change in Catalog Course Listing
(1) MUSC U301
(2) MUSC U302



Dr. Bender (NSE) and Dr. Griffin Woodworth (FACS) explained the
addition of a new prerequisite (MUSC 110).
The changes were approved unanimously.

2. IDS
a. New Course Request
(1) IDST U301
 Dr. Bender (NSE) described the new course. Dr. Carolina Webber
(FACS) asked if IDS consulted with FACS faculty about their ethics
course offerings. Dr. McDougal (IDS) explained that they did consult
with programs that were specifically mentioned in the course
description but not with all programs.
 The new course was approved unanimously.
b. Change in Curriculum or Program
(1) IDS (include IDST U301)
 Dr. Bender (NSE) explained the proposal to include the newly
approved course (IDST 301) into the IDS course of study.
 The change was approved unanimously.
(2) IDS (“Direct Connect”)
 Dr. Bender (NSE) explained the proposal to recognize students who
transfer to the University holding an Associate of Arts or Associate of
Science degree from an accredited institution as having met the
University’s General Education requirements (i.e., Direct Connect). To
qualify for Direct Connect, students must meet additional criteria (e.g.,
2.0 GPA, be in good academic standing). Dr. McDougal (IDS) has met
with area two-year institutions to help revise their Associate Degree
programs to ensure they will align with University expectations. This
policy would only apply to the IDS program.
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− Dr. Coberly (LLC) asked if approving this policy would open the
door to other majors to implement a similar policy.
 Dr. Bender (NSE) responded that this proposal only applies to
IDS.
 Dr. Pae (SOE) responded that she does believe accepting this
policy may lead other majors to consider a similar policy.
Stated that approximately 500 current students transferred with
an Associate degree. She does not believe this policy is much
different than what programs currently do, in that students
would be expected to take prerequisites and any specific
general education courses outlined in the program of study.
This policy may lead programs to be more explicit about those
requirements by listing them under “Support Courses.”
− Dr. Coberly (LLC) stated that he believes this policy gives IDS
students preferential treatment because they can bypass “courses
that cause problems” if they earn an Associate degree at a
community college that does not require those courses.
The result of the voice vote was unclear; therefore, Dr. Pae (SOE)
called for a vote by show of hands.
− The change was approved by a vote of 23 (Yes) to 4 (No).

3. LLC
a. Undergraduate New Course Request
(1) GLST U350
(2) GLST U398
(3) GLST U399
(4) GLST U499
(5) SPAN U102C




Dr. Bender (NSE) described the new courses. Dr. Kusch (LLC)
confirmed that the 300-level prerequisites for GLST U499 can
come from various programs because it is an interdisciplinary
program.
The new courses were approved unanimously.

b. Undergraduate Change in Catalog Course Listing
(1) SPAN U311
 Dr. Bender explained the change in title.
 The change was approved unanimously.
III.

Announcements
 Doug Peters and Lana Hines (Student Affairs) described the Pronouns Project, an
educational and “passers-by” event scheduled for Wednesday, November 15th in the
Campus Life Center. This event includes a speaker from Upstate Pride SC and is an
opportunity for the University community to support those who identify as trans or
gender non-binary.
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IV.

Frieda Davison (LIB) announced that the Library will soon have an anatomical model
available for check out and that Science and Nature will be available online
beginning in January 2018.
Dr. Pae (SOE) announced that the December Faculty Senate Meeting will be held at
The George and followed by a faculty social.

Adjournment
 The meeting was adjourned – motion by Dr. Henderson (SON).
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ANNUAL REPORT
USC Upstate Library
2016-2017

Respectfully Submitted by
Frieda Patrick Davison
Dean of the Library
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USC UPSTATE LIBRARY
Annual Report
2016-2017
Introduction
The library faculty and staff continue to pursue the goal of excellent service to our
students, staff, and faculty.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Accomplishments:
A few minor adjustments had to be made to the new reference desk. These included:
 Replacing the swinging access door and hinges (the hinges on the first one were not
strong enough for the weight of the door causing it to sag).
 Replacing the countertop of one section because there was a surface defect in the
original one.
 Drilling and installing grommets along the countertop to hide wiring, etc.
We believe that the new reference desk has had a major positive impact on the service we
have been able to provide this past year. This will be further discussed in the reference section
of this report.
For several years, we had used the large room in the southeast corner of the first floor of
the library as a leisure reading area. The room was not being used efficiently so the leisure
reading collection was shifted to shelving on the main floor. The room was then trisected into
smaller study rooms. Each new study room accommodates up to eight (8) students and was
utilized heavily during the year.
Completed a second round of expansion to the existing archives space through the
remodel of LIB 262. The room was turned into additional stacks space, adding 309 linear feet of
storage space and bringing the total linear feet of archives storage to 2,022.
One display case was moved to the foyer of the library. Copies of the library’s floorplans
were enlarged and placed in the case. This provides visitors with immediate help in finding
somewhat hidden areas of the library building such as Tukey Theatre and the Student Success
Center.
Signs were created and mounted on the risers of the main staircase to assist students in
finding classrooms and offices on the second floor.
Once again year end funds benefitted the library. Total renovations of the men’s and
women’s restrooms on both floors began before the end of the fiscal year. Plans are that they
will be finished by the time classes begin for fall semester.
Issues/Concerns:
The situation on the second floor for open access throughout the library remains a
problem. It is hoped we will find a solution that will open the floor without compromising the
security of the collections. Our new Chancellor has visited the library and has some ideas that
we hope will begin to address this problem.
PERSONNEL
1
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Accomplishments:
After completing her Masters in Library at USC Columbia, library staff member, Melissa
Coulston, left the library in early August for her first professional position which was in
Kentucky. Her resulting vacancy was filled by Erika Montgomery, a former Upstate student
who is now working on her Masters in Library Science at USC Columbia.
Staff member, Mark Smith, continued his Masters in Library Science program at USC
Columbia and expects to complete it in December 2017.
Long time staff member Wesley Greer left the library in August to move to Goose Creek,
S.C. as his wife had secured a Youth Minister position there. Mark Smith was moved into
Wesley’s position in October. Melissa Stevenson was then hired in March to fill Mark’s former
position.
Mustapha Yakeen was hired full-time in January, 2017. He had been part-time pending
completion of his citizenship process.
In April, 2017, Bonnie Brock retired as Coordinator for Technical Services after 25 years
of service. At the time of her initial appointment that position became a staff position. Because
of technological advances, improved relationships with staff and faculty on the Columbia
campus, and the growth of USC Upstate, it was determined that it should once again be a faculty
position. All paperwork was submitted and approval obtained for the position to be a 12-month
non-tenure track faculty position. The vacancy has been posted and we hope to have it filled by
end of fall semester.
All library staff and faculty completed their OSHA training modules on time.
All library faculty maintain membership in professional organizations including South
Carolina Library Association (SCLA), Southeastern Library Association (SELA), American
Library Association (ALA), South Carolina Archivists Association, and others. The faculty also
participate on university committees and councils, including two library faculty serving on
Faculty Senate. A library staff member from technical services serves on the university Staff
Council. The library also has a Library Sunshine Fund Entertainment Committee to organize
staff/faculty events such as farewell parties, sending cards for sympathy and illness, and other
events as needed.
Issues/Concerns:
Personnel changes will continue to impact the library for the next several years. Two
retirements are anticipated for June, 2018: Association Library Dean for Greenville Nancy
Lambert; and Administrative Assistant Clementine Geter. The current Dean of the Library also
anticipates retirement in June 2019 or June 2020.
COLLECTIONS
Accomplishments:
This year, the library faculty and staff continued and/or completed several long-term
projects regarding the collections, as well as began some new ones
The comprehensive periodicals review continued for another year. This review included
determining the availability of online versions of every bound journal owned by the library. In
many cases, it also included the specific review of individual titles to determine if they are
currently utilized by our faculty to support the curriculum. As an example, several British
education titles were withdrawn because our curriculum does not include comparative education
classes and therefore, we have no need of British education titles. Technical services staff are
2
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about 90% finished with their part of the project. This includes pulling and withdrawing titles,
bound volumes, and microfilm rolls, and then cleaning up the online records to reflect current
holdings. Access services staff shifted the microfilm cabinets and the bound journal section.
We were able to repurpose two microfilm cabinets to Facilities Management as tool cabinets.
We also recovered several hundred linear feet of shelving into which we shifted other
collections. The Juvenile Collection and the Oversize Collections were shifted into the vacant
compact movable shelving. The Leisure Reading Collection was then shifted into vacant
standard shelving. We currently have four ranges of vacant shelving (1,512 linear feet). For the
time being, we have decided to have these remain vacant until plans are seen as to possible
renovations. One option may be to shift the downstairs circulating collection into those now
vacant shelves so that some of the ranges in front of the windows can be totally dismantled.
This massive review and analysis project resulted in over 50 print journals being changed
to electronic access or totally canceled. As part of the project, all current print subscriptions
were also reviewed. This large project combined with annual analysis for some areas over the
past several years has resulted in the library now subscribing to fewer than 200 prints journals.
At the same time, access to electronic journals has increased to more than 30,000. Technical
services staff consolidated the shelving space for current journals to one range of 64 shelves.
Immediately following graduation in May, library staff and faculty completed the
inventory of the first floor circulating collection. This was more than 75,000 items. The
inventory was completed within one week. Any problems identified (mislabeled spines, poor
condition, or missing bibliographic records) were resolved by the end of the fiscal year.
Another massive project began in the June 2017. Library faculty are examining every
item in the print reference collection – just as they did with the bound journals. They will
determine if the item is out of date and whether it can be replaced electronically or have a later
print edition. Several areas will be completed before classes begin in the fall, but this is another
project that will go into the 2017/2018 academic year. We anticipate approximately 30% of the
material in the reference collection will be removed.
Issues/Concerns:
For several years, analysis of the Leisure Reading Collection has been needed. However,
because of state law, the library cannot re-sell any item. Rather than send them to the landfill,
we have delayed this analysis. With the coming of the new Vice Chancellor for Advancement,
we have developed a possible policy that will work in connection with the Advancement office
to solve this conundrum. It is hoped that we will have a workable solution by end of fall
semester.
While these projects are detailed, multi-year, and time consuming, it is imperative that
they be completed in order for the library to remain current with our resources for our students,
staff, and faculty.
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION

General Statistics
Accomplishments:
During the 2016-2017 fiscal year, Upstate librarians contributed
 217 library instruction sessions or services serving 4,164 students. Of these,
 14 sessions/services served 429 students at University Center in Greenville
3
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13 sessions/services served 347 distance education students
25 sessions served 567 high school students in the dual enrollment and Scholar’s
Academy programs

Library Instruction Sessions and Services, 2016-2017
Type of Student
Number of Sessions Number of Students
Spartanburg Undergraduate
171
2,821
Graduate Education
0
0
University Center Greenville
14
429
Distance Education
13
347
High School Programs
25
567
Totals
217*
4,164
* 6 composition sessions combined regular students with dual enrolled students.

Library Instruction Sessions and Services by Semester, 2016-2017
Semester
Total Number of Sessions Total Number of Students
Fall 2016
115
2,337
Spring 2017
98
1,775
Summer 1 2017*
4
52
*summer sessions conducted before June 30, 2017.

USC Upstate librarians offered several different types of sessions and services:
 152 full-period instruction sessions covering a variety of library resources
 11 partial-periods focusing on one or two library resources
 26 librarian-assisted work periods for various courses
 8 sessions or services supporting online courses
 12 sessions for non-course related orientations
 8 other course support services (e.g., collaborative assignment)
Two sections of LIBR 201, Strategies for Information Discovery, were taught in the 2016-2017
academic year:
Semester Section Instructors
# Students
Completing
Fall
1W
Breanne Kirsch, Lola Bradley
11
Spring
1W
Andrew Kearns, James LaMee
22
Trends
The total number of sessions and services is slightly lower than 2015-16, but the total
number of students served is higher. These numbers are perhaps best seen in the context of
trends for the past five years. The following table shows the total number of sessions, first-year
sessions, and disciplinary sessions during the past five years:
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Five-Year Trend: Number of Sessions
350
306
300
234

250

206
200
150

221

217

169
137

121
113

100

121

138

85

83

2014-15

2015-16

117
101

50
0
2012-13

2013-14
Total Sessions

First-Year Sessions

2016-17

Disciplinary Sessions

Numbers fluctuate from year to year due to enrollment and other factors external to the
library, but there are also factors internal to the library. In addition to relatively higher
enrollment, a good number of sessions during the 2012-13 and 2013-14 academic years were
plagiarism workshops, which were largely replaced by an online tutorial from fall 2014. The
elimination of the required library session for University 101 classes also affects these numbers,
largely accounting for the dip in first-year sessions in 2016-17. The full-period session was
replaced by partial-session librarian visits in the 2014-15 and 2015-16 academic years, then by
optional librarian-assisted work periods beginning with the 2016-17 academic year. Aside from
this, the first-year sessions have remained essentially at a plateau, with minor fluctuations due to
enrollment. The main loss in sessions and services compared to past years has been in
disciplinary library instruction, although there was a slight uptick during 2016-17. Part of this
trend may be due to more online courses and the fact that the resources most used in the
disciplines, such as academic journal articles, have largely migrated online. The data shows an
increase in online support for courses and this formed one of our outreach goals for 2016-17. It
remains an area for further development and outreach. Librarians, too, need to make sure they
are reporting online course support and other modes of non-face-to-face instruction consistently.
A careful examination of sessions by type shows growth in online course support and non-course
specific sessions, though the total numbers are still small in relation to traditional sessions and
services:
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Five-Year Trends: Type of Session
250
200
150
100
50
0

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Full

206

170

145

135

152

Partial

16

11

36

39

11

Work Period

27

24

17

33

26

Online

5

3

1

8

8

Other

1

0

0

1

8

Non Course

7

2

3

2

12

Plagiarism

44

24

1

1

0

Full

Partial

Work Period

Online

Other

Non Course

Plagiarism

Finally, there has been a substantial increase in the number of sessions serving distance
education students and high school students through dual enrollment courses and Scholars
Academy. There is also a significant increase in the number of sessions and services for UCG in
2016-17. No sessions or services for graduate courses have been reported for three years, and
this is an area to examine.

Five Year Trends: Sessions by Population
30
25
25
20

18
15

15

16

15

14
13

13

12
9

10
6

5

5

5
4

1

2
0

0

0

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

0
2012-13
UCG

Distance Ed.

High School

Graduate

The growth in high school students is bound mainly with dual enrollment classes in the
first-year composition program. Distance education (online and hybrid courses), on the other
hand, represent a significant potential for growth. At present these numbers are small compared
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with traditional full-period library instruction sessions, but these trends do suggest areas for
greater engagement.
Program Outcomes Assessments for 2016-2017
Outcome 1: Facilitates student learning of research skills and processes in order to successfully
complete coursework.
a.

Library instruction services will focus on students’ needs in the context of the course in
which they take place.

This criterion is assessed by Question 1 on the Student Feedback Survey given in most
full-period library sessions: I learned something useful from this library session.
Courses
All Courses
First-Year
Courses
Other
Courses

Number of
Average % Strongly
Respondents
Disagree
907
3.63
1.98
634
3.62
2.05
273

3.67

1.83

% Disagree
2.64
2.52
2.93

%Agree % Strongly
Agree
25.36
70.01
26.97
68.45
21.61

73.63

With 95% of students agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement, and an overall
average of 3.63, these numbers show that students recognize the value of their library sessions.
There is no aggregate data for 2015-16, during which the new feedback system was designed and
tested, but this result represents a slight increase over 2014-15, with an overall agreement of 90%
and an average of 3.4. As in past years, the agreement in other courses, mainly disciplinary, is
slightly higher than for first-year.
b.

The pedagogy used in library sessions will engage students.

This criterion is assessed by Question 2 on the Student Feedback Survey given in most
full-period sessions: The librarian fosters a positive learning experience.
Courses
Number of
Average % Strongly % Disagree % Agree % Strongly
Respondents
Disagree
Agree
All Courses
907
3.76
1.1
2.21
16.54
80.15
First-Year
634
3.72
1.42
2.37
18.93
77.29
Courses
Other
273
3.84
0.37
0.37
10.99
86.81
Courses
The overall average, 3.76, and agreement at 97%, is close to the result in 2014-15
(average of 3.5 and agreement of 97%), and shows that students are engaged during their library
sessions. Again, there is a slight difference between first-year students at 96% agreement and
other (mainly disciplinary) students at 98% agreement.
c.

Library instruction sessions and other services will be structured to allow students to
practice and demonstrate information literacy skills.
7
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This criterion is not currently assessed directly, though most library instruction sessions
are designed to give students some hands-on practice. It would be desirable to add a question
addressing this criterion on the Faculty Feedback Survey. A summary of the results of the
Faculty Feedback Survey shows, however, general satisfaction that the goals of the library
sessions have been met.
Questions
Number of
Average % Strongly %
% Agree/
Respondents
Disagree/
Neutral Strongly
Disagree
Agree
The librarian met the goals that
37
4.97
0
0
99.99
had been determined for the
session.
The librarian answered
37
4.94
0
0
99.99
questions from you and your
students clearly and
thoroughly.
Supplementary materials
37
4.78
2.7
0
97.29
(LibGuide, handout,
worksheets, etc.) were useful
to the students and to you.
These averages are slightly higher than when last reported in the 2014-15 annual report,
where the averages were 4.6, 4.5, and 4.6 for the three questions. The number of respondents was
comparable (40, 38 and 40).
Outcome 2: Teaches information literacy skills through a variety of methods in order to reach a
majority of students.
a.

b.

Information literacy instruction will be offered in these forms: credit course (LIBR 201),
full-period library instruction sessions and work periods, partial-period sessions, online
instructional support for face-to-face and online courses, and collaborative assignments in
courses for which no other instruction is provided.
 As summarized in the General Statistics, the library offered two sections of LIBR
201, one each in fall and spring semesters. While the vast majority of library
instruction sessions and services are traditional full-period sessions (152), librarianassisted work periods (26), partial sessions (11), and non-course-related orientations
(12) make up a substantial portion of instruction sessions, while there has been an
increase in online course support (8) and other support such as collaborative
assignments (8). The online course support is typically provided through customized
library guides for online courses.
Library instruction will reach all types of students: undergraduates on the Spartanburg
and Greenville campuses, graduate students, distance education students, and Scholars
Academy and dual enrollment students.
 As summarized in the General Statistics, Spartanburg undergraduates make up the
vast majority of the students served by library instruction (2,821). Although this
number is less than last year (3,234; the total number of sessions/services for last
8
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year, 221, is only slightly higher), the total number of students served this year was
higher at 4,164. Significant growth came in three categories: high school students in
dual enrollment courses or Scholars Academy (567 as opposed to 301 the previous
year); distance education (347 as opposed to 71); and University Center Greenville
(429 as opposed to 134). For the third year in a row no library instruction sessions or
services were reported for graduate students. This is a concern since graduate
education at Upstate is expanding.
c. The library instruction program will participate in special orientations and provide online
resources for transfer students, non-traditional students, and international students.
 Library instruction and orientation for these groups is provided on demand. In Fall
2016 there was a session for international students. The library instruction program
maintains the AGOGE information literacy game as an ongoing outreach to transfer
students and participates in transfer student orientations on the Spartanburg and
Greenville campuses to introduce students to the library web pages and to promote
the AGOGE game.
Outcome 3: Collaborates with faculty and staff university-wide in order to integrate information
literacy instruction into the curriculum in a comprehensive and cohesive manner.
a.

Librarians will provide instruction sessions or online instructional support for the First
Year Information Literacy Program.

The library instruction program supports the information literacy goals of University 101
by an online Library Tour and Assignment module completed by all sections, the University 101
Research Guide, and by offering optional librarian-assisted work periods. A library session is no
longer mandatory for this course. There were five librarian-assisted work periods and one partial
session taught for University 101 sections in fall 2016.
The dual-enrollment program has complicated the picture for the composition sequence
in recent years. There have been several dual-enrollment sections both on campus and at area
high schools. The on-campus sections are often combined with regular sections, creating two
section numbers for one class. In addition, there are now regularly online sections for both
ENGL 101 and 102 in any given semester. In 2016-17, the library instruction program provided
online support for all sections through the Composition I and II Research Guides and the Library
101 and 102 modules. Almost all face-to-face sections came in for the mandatory library
instruction session. Particularly impressive is the fact that all but one of the off-campus dual
enrollment sections attended a library session on-campus or at the high schools.
Fall 2016
Course
On-Campus
Off-Campus
Online
Sections Not
Sections/
Sections/Sessions Sections
Attending a
Sessions
Library Instruction
Session
36/40*
6/6
1
1
English 101
7/8*
1/1
1
0
English 102
NA
University
30/6
NA
NA
101**
*6 sections attended two library sessions. **Optional librarian-assisted work periods or partial sessions.
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Course

English 101
English 102

On-Campus
Sections/
Sessions
5/4*
36/41*

Spring 2017
Off-Campus
Online
Sections/
Sections
Sessions
2/2
1
5/4
2

Sections Not Attending
a Library Instruction
Session
1
2 (1 off-campus)

*7 sections attended two sessions.

b. Librarians will collaborate with teaching faculty in their subject liaison areas to assess
instructional needs and to provide instruction sessions or online instructional materials.
Librarians provided 101 library sessions or services during the 2016-17 academic year for
courses or programs in their subject liaison areas. This represents an increase over the 83
sessions/services reported in 2015-16. Much of the growth has taken place in online course
support or non-course related orientations, but disciplinary instruction does include many
professors and courses that have come in for library instruction consistently.

Library Instruction By Discipline, 2016-2017
Discipline
Fall
Spring
Summer 1
2016
2017
2017
Biology
2
3
0
Chemistry
10
10
2
Communication
2
4
0
Criminal Justice
6
2
0
Undergraduate
4
5
1
Education
English
0
1
0
Foreign
1
0
0
Language
History
3
1
0
Informatics
1
1
0
Journalism
1
0
0
Mathematics
2
0
0
Music
2
2
0
Nursing
9
12
1
Political Science
0
1
0
Psychology
0
1
0
Religion
2
2
0
Sociology
2
1
0
Speech
3
1
0
10
23

Total
5
22
6
8
10
1
1
4
2
1
2
4
22
1
1
4
3
4

Psychology

Political Science

Journalism

English

Mathematics

Informatics

Sociology

Speech

Religion

Music

History

Biology

Communication

Criminal Justice

Education

Nursing

Chemistry

25
20
15
10
5
0

Foreign…

Library Instruction by Discipline 20162017

Outcome 4: Promotes information literacy university-wide in order to encourage collaboration
and gain recognition for information literacy as a core competency.
a.

Information literacy as a core competency will be recognized through the Information
Literacy Awards for undergraduates and faculty/staff.
 For 2017, the Information Literacy Awards were given at the Student Awards Night
on April 11, which helped to give them greater visibility. The Advanced
Undergraduate Award was competitive, with three entrants (two were collaborative
projects). The nominees for the First-Year and Faculty/Staff Awards exceeded the
criteria. Awards were granted to Dmitriy Nikolaychuk (First-Year), Kyle Brown
(Advanced Undergraduate), and Dr. Andrew Myers (Faculty/Staff). Criteria were
clarified to allow for group projects.

b.

The Coordinator of Library Instruction will work with subject liaisons to reach out to
faculty in selected liaison areas each year for the purpose of assessing how the library can
best support information literacy instruction and the teaching of research skills in those
areas.
 Dr. Kearns met with the Informatics faculty at their meeting on September 28, 2016
and with Dr. Samantha Hauptman, Chair of Sociology, Criminal Justice and
Women’s Studies, on February 8, 2017. Laura Karas, liaison for Women’s Studies,
also attended the second meeting. Dr. Kearns prepared a handout about the library
instruction program for each meeting, with the purpose of showing various ways we
can support teaching research. The purpose of these meetings was to open a dialog
that will lead to a more proactive way to support disciplinary instruction. One result
of the second meeting was the creation of new library guides for the Criminal Justice
Research Methods course by Andrew Kearns and a Literature Review guide by Laura
Karas.

c.

There will be one special outreach activity each year to help promote information literacy
and the library instruction program.
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Our special outreach for 2016-17 was to online course instructors. This outreach
resulted in several meetings with Dr. David McCurry, Director of Distance
Education, who was quite interested in collaborating with librarians on several fronts.
The immediate result of a meeting with Dr. McCurry and Jim LaMee was the creation
of a library guide especially for instructors of online courses outlining library
instructional support. Dr. McCurry is also interested in integrating the library more
deeply into Blackboard courses and in providing an orientation for online students
that might take the form of a virtual reality “tour.” Bree Kirsch and Lola Bradley are
also involved with these projects.

Library Instruction Sessions by Librarian
#
Sessions
Fall
2016

#
Students
Fall
2016

Lola Bradley*

6

63

10

150

0

0

16

213

Virginia Cononie

12

167

10

139

0

0

22

306

Laura Karas

13

233

14

223

0

0

27

456

Andrew Kearns*#

23

376

7

92

0

0

30

468

Breanne Kirsch*

4

66

9

175

0

0

13

241

Nancy Lambert+

7

259

13

365

2

30

22

654

Jim LaMee*

10

233

7

141

0

0

17

374

Camille
McCutcheon
Ann Merryman

1

23

1

22

0

0

2

45

7

190

3

30

0

0

10

220

Kevin Shehan

13

230

9

165

0

0

22

395

Karen Swetland

20

367

15

292

2

22

37

681

Librarian

#
Sessions
Spring
2017

#
Students
Spring
2017

#
Sessions
Summer 1
2017

#
Students
Summer 1
2017

Total
Sessions

Total Students

*Also taught LIBR 201 Fall or Spring Semester. +At UCG 4 days a week. #At UCG 1 day a week.

First-Year Sections
Librarian

#
Sessions
Fall
2016

#
Students
Fall
2016

#
Sessions
Spring
2017

#
Students
Spring
2017

Total
Sessions

Total Students

Lola Bradley

2

27

5

88

7

115

Virginia Cononie

12

167

10

139

22

306

Laura Karas

13

233

14

223

27

456

Andrew Kearns

12

217

2

36

14

253

Breanne Kirsch

3

61

8

160

11

221

Jim LaMee

5

91

5

86

10

177

Ann Merryman

3

63

1

12

4

75

Kevin Shehan

7

131

4

77

11

208

7

113

Karen Swetland
4
74
3
39
Camille McCutcheon and Nancy Lambert did not teach any first-year sessions in 2016-17.
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Disciplinary Sections
Librarian

#
Sessions
Fall
2016

#
Students
Fall
2016

#
Sessions
Spring
2017

#
Students
Spring
2017

#
Sessions
Summer 1
2017

#
Students
Summer 1
2017

Total
Sessions

Total Students

Lola Bradley

4

36

5

62

0

0

9

98

Andrew Kearns

10

149

5

56

0

0

15

205

Breanne Kirsch

1

5

1

15

0

0

2

20

Nancy Lambert

7

259

13

365

2

30

22

654

Jim LaMee

4

118

2

55

0

0

6

173

Camille
McCutcheon
Ann Merryman

1

23

1

22

0

0

2

45

4

127

2

18

0

0

6

145

Kevin Shehan

6

99

5

88

0

0

11

187

22

29

530

Karen Swetland
14
255
13
253
2
Virginia Cononie and Laura Karas did not report any disciplinary sessions in 2016-17.

Other Sessions Fall 2016
#
Sessions
Fall
2016

#
Students
Fall
2016

Andrew Kearns

1

10

Jim LaMee

1

24

Karen Swetland

2

38

Librarian

These sessions were for non-disciplinary orientations and Scholar’s Academy courses.

Assessment of Goals for 2016-2017
1.

To work with Composition and University 101 faculty in implementing the changes in
the First-Year Information Literacy Program.
 The program review was completed in fall 2016, with slightly revised program
documents and revised learning outcomes for the composition sessions.

2.

To review library instructional support for Informatics, and perhaps other departments.
(Program Outcome 4, Criterion b)
 Meetings were held with the Informatics faculty and the chair of Sociology, Criminal
Justice and Women’s Studies as noted above.

3.

To reach out to distance education faculty to improve library instructional support for
online courses. (Program Outcome 4, Criterion c)
 This goal was accomplished with the meetings and projects with Dr. McCurry as
noted above.
Instruction Report Submitted by Andrew Kearns
Coordinator of Library Instruction
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REFERENCE SERVICES
Accomplishments:
The main purpose of the reference desk is to assist students, staff, faculty, and members
of the community with one-on-one personalized instruction to find articles, books, and other
material needed for course assignments, knowledge requirements, and academic research
pursuits. Clientele includes members of USC Upstate as well as the greater upstate metropolitan
region.
All reference assistance is provided by library faculty (or in the off-hours by qualified
librarians in a third party provider). In addition to our full-time library faculty, we usually rely
on a pool of five or six part-time librarians to staff the reference desk on weekends and a few
hours during the week. During the summer and early fall of 2016, two long-serving part time
librarians resigned from our pool. We were able to replace them in October with Michael Swan
and Allison Read.
The Coordinator of Reference Services provided half-day refresher sessions for all library
faculty (full- and part-time) twice during the year: once just prior to the fall semester and once
just prior to the spring semester. During the sessions, she covered changes in personnel, policies,
procedures, the new university website, etc., as well as reviewed the 290 databases we offer and
any changes incurred with them.
Reference Questions asked. The table below summarizes the types of questions received by the
reference desk over the past several years. These include face-to-face in person questions as well
as questions via the telephone.
Reference Questions
Quick, Simple Directional
Technology Based
Short Answers – less than
5 minutes
Medium Range Answers –
6-10 minutes
In-depth sessions – usually
associated with projects,
research papers, etc.
TOTAL

20122013

20132014

20142015

20152016

20162017

628
1,561

1,076
1,728

1,222
1,728

1,478
1,741

2,152
2,402

3,583

3,203

2,587

2,463

2,491

487

318

329

246

228

118
6,377

116
6,441

96
5,962

80
6,008

78
7,351

As the table above and the chart below show, the overall face-to-face traffic at the
reference desk increased again this year. This trend for us is directly opposite of the national
trend which is continuing downward. Technology and Quick, Simple Directional questions
increased again for the sixth consecutive year. The Short Answer Questions (less than 5
minutes) experienced an increase after five consecutive years of decreasing numbers. For the
remaining two categories (Medium Range and In-Depth), we follow the national downward
trend. As to the rationale for the increased traffic in the first three categories, we suspect that
having the new reference desk that immediately attracts one’s eye and places the reference
14
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librarian at an approachable level, the students are more likely to ask as opposed to perceiving
that they are “interrupting” the librarian’s work at a table level seat. We also suspect from
anecdotal information that students know they will get answers and help from us so they come to
us for just about anything and everything!

Face-to-Face Reference Questions
2016-2017
Medium Answers - 6-10 min.

In-Depth Answers
1%

3%

Technology Based
33%

Short Answers Less Than 5 min.
34%

Directional
29%
Technology Based

Directional

The chart and table below break down the reference desk questions by month to illustrate
the typical semesterly flow of information needs. The highest during the fall semester came a bit
earlier this year (in August rather than in September). The same trend was noticed for spring
with the highest demand in January rather than February as in previous years.
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Reference
Questions by
Month
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total

2012/2013

2013/14

71
514
1,353
872
758
310
539
682
412
632
127
107
6,377

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

77
601
1,357
768
633
373
433
455
484
560
116
105
5,962

25
761
1,202
673
623
281
542
590
469
521
174
147
6,008

71
1,295
1,285
952
628
180
774
673
530
559
208
196
7,351

40
827
1,266
771
690
348
580
578
501
592
109
139
6,441

Month-to-Month, Face-to-Face
Reference Questions, 2016-2017
1400
1200
1000
800
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400
200
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Apr May Jun

The information in the tables and charts on the previous page represents only face-to-face
and telephone transactions but excludes all formats of electronic questions. All of our electronic
reference services are under the umbrella of “Ask-A-Librarian”. Patrons will find a link to this
service in various subject discipline LibGuides, the top right corner of the library catalog, on the
library’s Facebook page, and even inside periodical databases search pages (see Academic
Search Premier for example). The link allows patrons to immediately contact and consult with
the reference desk online. In 2012/2013, texting was added as a new service within Ask-ALibrarian and proved successful. In April 2013, after-hours chat and text services were added.
The chart below presents the data for our electronic service for 2016/2017 and clearly shows the
importance and preponderance of our electronic services.
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2016/2017
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Total Questions

Desk Chat
18
50
88
118
149
21
82
105
111
94
17
20
873

Desk Text
2
2
4
8
6
0
0
1
5
1
1
1
31

Desk Email
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

2016/2017 Electronic Reference Questions

60
55

63

66
60 59

66
55

52
47

44

69

59
44
30

23

19
13
4

5

3

1

3

6

Although our electronic questions decreased this year by 146, the in-person questions
increased so that overall, the library faculty answered an additional 1,197 questions over the
previous year (more than a 14% increase). This increase continues to be against the national
norm as many reference desks are reporting declining services. We really do not know to what
we can attribute our success. We suspect that our new reference desk accounts for some of it as
we are now front and center (the first thing a visitor sees) when one enters the front of the
library. Some libraries have appointment-based reference services, but it is our philosophy that
students at the undergraduate level do not always know when they are going to need our services
and we need to be available at the time of need. The new reference desk immediately conveys
that availability to the students.
We continue to observe that electronic questions require more time for the library faculty
to answer. These questions are, in a sense, replacing the former “in-depth” face-to-face
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questions. During the 2016/2017 academic year, each online questions required an average of 13
to 14 minutes per question.
In a typical week during fall and spring semesters of 2016/2017, the library was open 90
hours per week. The Reference Desk was open 80 hours per week and double staffed for six of
those 80 hours. For the entire year, the reference desk was staffed 3,684 hours.
We continue to rely heavily on our part-time librarians in order for our full-time faculty
to have time to teach, perform their service, and prepare presentations/publications. The chart
below illustrates the breakdown of reference desk coverage by librarian. We had one additional
person assisting with the desk in Fall, 2016. As part of his Masters’ program in Library and
Information Science, Mark Smith (Technical Services Library Assistant) participated as a backup
person at the reference desk. This was to complement the study for his MSLS program that he
will complete in December 2017. Similar to an “internship”, it provided Mark with some
experience at an academic reference desk in order to help him evaluate and plan his career goals
and paths. We have been able to do this for several staff members through the years as they have
continued their professional growth and were pleased to be able to provide that for Mark. Also,
please note that the chart is for the Spartanburg campus only. Nancy Lambert and Andrew
Kearns also provided reference service four days each week at UCG and this is not reflected in
the following chart.

REFERENCE DESK COVERAGE BY LIBRARIAN
Swan, Michael Swetland, Karen Ward, Janet
8%
5%
7%

Blakeley, Jodi Bradley, Lola Cononie, Virginia
6%
2%
6%

Smith, Mark
4%

Elsey, Terry
3%
Finkle, Andy
10%

Shehan, Kevin
6%
Karas, Laura
6%

Read, Allison
6%

Kirsch, Breeanne
6%

Merryman, Ann
6%

LaMee, Jim
6%

McBeth, Leverne
Lowry, Jan Lanham, Mary
5%
3%
2%
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Lambert, Nancy
2%

Kearns, Drew
4%

Issues/Concerns
Staffing the reference desk today requires many more skills than in past years. The
library faculty must be able to balance answering questions for the person in front of them,
answering questions on the phone, and answering questions online via text and chat. On many
occasions over the past year, all of these scenarios have occurred simultaneously. In addition,
the library faculty must be able to proficiently manipulate all 290+ databases to which the library
subscribes. As the university and the demand for reference services grow, it is likely that we will
have to develop new models of service. This will be a need that will go into the library’s
strategic planning.
ACCESS SERVICES (CIRCULATION, DOCUMENT DELIVERY,
AND COMPUTER LABS)
Accomplishments
In their responsibilities for the care of the collections, Access Services staff shelved all
materials in a timely fashion and maintained order in the shelves through shelfreading and
shifting. This year they completed major shifts in the microfilm, bound journals, oversize, and
leisure reading collections with minor shifting in the reference and circulating collection..
As noted earlier in this report, the library staff and faculty completed an inventory of the
first floor circulating collection. They also completed the semi-annual audits and inventories of
the reserves collections.
In addition to the permanent staff in Access Services, we employ several student
assistants to work in circulation and the computer labs. They perform such tasks as shelving
materials, replacing paper in printers, and assisting in pulling materials for interlibrary loans and
PASCAL Delivers. During the 2016/2017 academic year, students were employed in the library
for 1,882.25 hours. Although this is a reported decrease in hours, it is because some of our
seasoned student workers graduated and it took several weeks to get them replaced.
Circulation services and operations experienced a slight increase in circulation desk
activity this year – up from 18,519 in 2015/16 to 19,172 for 2016/17 (a difference of 653 or
3.5%). Our circulation activities remain way below the numbers that were reported several
years ago. We believe this downward trend is mainly a result of the current electronic
availability of so many of our resources. In addition, because of copyright concerns, national
regulations for how reserves are handled have changed. No longer does a resource remain on
reserve indefinitely. The 19,171 transactions include all items charged in and out, renewed, etc.,
and are still a noteworthy amount of traffic for circulation. Note that both the Oversize and
Reference did have a few circulations but less than 1% of the total.
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Circulation Desk Activity
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13%

Access Services staff maintain data on materials that they shelve. This includes the
materials that have been officially checked out but also includes materials picked up throughout
the library. This is the reason we ask that users do not re-shelve the materials they use in-house.
This count gives us an idea of what is being used internally. In 2016/2017, shelving was as
follows: microfilm and periodicals collection 1,367 (drastic increase from 242 in 2015/16);
circulating books: 13,798 (down from 13,798 in 2015/2016); reference collection, 1,502 (almost
twice as much as 809 in 2015/2016). We suspect that the drastic increases in the reference
collection and in the microfilm and periodical collections shelving is because of our collection
analysis projects. We believe this is an anomaly and do not expect those figures to remain that
high for a second year. Note that shelving for the circulating collection is less than that reported
in the previous paragraph as being checked out. This stems from the fact that the circulation
desk activity counts renewal of materials (we would not have re-shelved these materials).
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Distance education students who require use of our print books must utilize PASCAL
Delivers (see the next page for details about PASCAL Delivers). For several years when
audiovisual materials and copies of journal articles were not available electronically, the student
would complete the Distance Education Request Form and choose to have the item delivered to
the Greenville campus via the daily university shuttle or mailed to their home via U.S. Mail.
Since 2006/2007 when we had an all-time high of 135 items, this service has continually
declined. In 2016/2017, the library had no requests in this category. This will be a service that
we will be planning to discontinue after one more year.
Revenue from fines, lost books, earbud sales, and community borrowers’ cards also
continued a six year decreased trend: 2016/2017: $3,139.50; 2015/16: $3,824; 2014/15:
$5539.75; 2013/14: $5,239.75; 2012/13: $6,437.75. This makes perfect sense in that as our
circulation decreases so would any revenue from fines or lost books. As the university
enrollment has grown, it is more difficult for community users to find parking on campus and
more difficult to find study space or available computers, thus their use of our library has also
decreased. The chart below illustrates this trend. For 2016/17, earbud sales accounted for $614
(19.6%) of the revenue and CarolinaCard transactions accounted for $131.25 (4.2%).
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PASCAL Delivers continues to enhance the Library’s ability to provide information to our
students and faculty in a timely manner. In 2016/17, the Library borrowed 504 items via
PASCAL Delivers for our faculty, staff, and student. This is 70 items less than we borrowed in
2015/16. We loaned 750 items to other PASCAL libraries (up from 700 in 2015/16). Both of
these indicate that our collections are viable and vital. Borrowing less for our own users may
indicate that we are providing the materials from our own collections. Lending more may
indicate that other libraries are finding our materials important. Although some vendors have
begun to provide some usage data for our e-book collection, we still do not have enough data to
present a viable rationale to support our assumptions.
Because PASCAL Delivers is a statewide initiative, it impacts interlibrary loan (ILL)
operations and services in a positive way. We need to use interlibrary loan (with its higher costs)
only when the resource is not held by any South Carolina academic library. See the charts
below for multi-year comparisons:
Interlibrary Loan Lending:
Articles Requested
Articles Filled
Percentage Filled
Books/AVs Requested
Books/AVs Filled
Percentage Filled
Total Requested
Total Filled
Percentage Filled

2016/17
390
63
16.3%

2015/16
414
63
15.2%

2014/15
506
84
16.6%

2013/14
145
117
80.6%

2012/13
187
145
77.5%

1,247
563
62.6%

1,185
656
55.3%

1,266
452
35.7%

713
488
68.4%

649
576
88.7%

1,637
626
68.5%

1,599
591
36.9%

1,772
536
30.2%

858
605
70.5%

836
721
86.2%
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Interlibrary Loan Borrowing:
2016/17
513
Articles
Requested
366
Articles Filled
71.3%
Percentage Filled

2015/16
450

2014/15
693

2013/14
819

2012/13
674

2011/12
524

352
78.2%

560
80.8%

679
83%

493
73.1%

305
58.2%

Books/AVs
Requested
Books/AVs Filled
Percentage Filled

240

270

423

378

451

244

150
62.6%

199
73.7%

308
72.8%

305
80.1%

309
68.5%

146
59.8%

Total Requested
Total Filled
Percentage Filled

753
516
68.5%

720
551
76.5%

1,116
868
77.8%

1,197
984
82.2%

1,125
802
71.2%

768
451
58.7%

Upon first review, the fill rate for satisfying our faculty and staff requests seems low.
However, upon investigation it was found that many of the ILL requests were denied because we
can provide the item in a different (and less expensive) way. Below is an outline of reasons for
cancelling interlibrary loans during 2016/17.
Number Percentage of
Reason For Cancellation of Borrowing requests
Cancelled Total Requests
Available full-text in Electronic Resources
61
25.80%
No library is able to supply this item.
37
15.50%
Other
29
12.30%
This item is available through PASCAL Delivers
29
12.30%
Cancelled by requestor

21

8.50%

This is a duplicate request.

19

8.10%

Unable to verify request as cited.

14

5.90%

Available in our own stacks.

12

5.10%

Available in our microfilm collection

10

4.20%

Customer Disavowed

1

4.20%

Too new for interlibrary loan

1

.40%

Unable to borrow dissertation

1

.40%

Copyright Violation

1

.40%

On the lending side of the house, the chart below outlines the reasons we could not fulfill
requests coming from other institutions.
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Reason For Cancellation of Lending
Requests
Checked out
Lacked volume/issue
Item was non-circulating
Title not owned
Lost according to our catalog
Other
This item dropped off of OCLC before we
could fill it.
Not on shelf
Not as cited
Issue not yet received
At bindery
On order
Too new for loan

Number
Percentage of
Cancelled Total Requests
344
34.10%
288
28.50%
169
16.70%
62
6.10%
50
4.90%
28
2.80%
27
2.70%
21
7
4
1
1
1

2.10%
.70%
.40%
.10%
.10%
.10%

One service provided by the USC Upstate Library that few of our faculty take advantage
of is our “Scan and Deliver” service. If a faculty member will provide us with a citation from a
print article, we will find the article, scan it, and e-mail it to them as a .pdf attachment. For
whatever reasons, our faculty are not taking advantage of this service.
Computer lab activities also dropped this year. Note that there were no questions about
the scanner this year. This seems to be a fading need. We believe this service has been impacted
by having multi-function printers that can scan and the ability for phones to now obtain images
that have as good a resolution as scanners have in the past. There were a few questions classified
as Reference but they were less the 1% of the total and therefore are not represented in the pie
chart following the table.
Activity
2016/17
2015/16
2014/15 2013/14 2012/13 2011/12
MS Application
23
51
31
34
53
18
E-Mail
32
47
19
29
42
11
Blackboard
11
20
17
31
46
8
Software
60
30
28
46
24
23
Hardware
21
13
13
23
20
4
Storage Media
6
10
14
37
41
8
Laptops
39
45
34
31
23
2
Printing
251
284
308
386
429
84
Printer (Hardware)
167
251
144
241
252
8
Scanner
2
1
5
2
2
Telephone Questions
11
5
2
7
24
3
Reference
5
5
4
2
35
7
Passwords
92
105
177
155
234
39
MAC
15
20
16
20
26
5
Other questions
111
96
84
53
34
Virtual
83
45
Total questions
927
977
892
1,099
1,285
222
24
37

Library Computer Lab Data - 2016/2017
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Challenges/Issues
As noted in the Collections section of this report, the shift of Bound Periodicals was
delayed in order to complete the Bound Periodicals review. It is hoped that the review and the
shift can be accomplished before fall classes begin.
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Accomplishments:
Although the Coordinator of Technical Services retired in early April, the unit has
continued to function well and achieved numerous goals set.
The unit is approximately 95% finished with the journal review project. There remains
some bibliographic records in the online catalog that still have to be changed. The delay was a
result of us finding that records for several projects that were not changed in the past. This has
resulted in staff and faculty having to do spot inventories on such areas as the microfilm
collection
Since the retirement of the coordinator, several other technical services projects have
been identified and will be addressed over the next few years.
Other accomplishments by Technical Services staff include:

Compiled numerous shelflists for weeding and withdrawal projects.
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Compiled the shelflist for the special collections inventory; coordinated the
inventory and resolved problems identified during the inventory project.
Completed the audiocassette review project. This was a carryover from the
previous year. For the total project, 27 items were withdrawn.
Searched for Missing, Lost & Paid, and Billed Books several times throughout the
year;
Searched for “In Route to Library” books each month.
Created a check list form for paying invoices through the new PeopleSoft module
and worked with the Library Administrative Assistant to process all purchases
through PeopleSoft.
Continued updating the Technical Services Policy and Procedure Manual and
converted all of the Microsoft Word documents from the Technical Services
manual into PDF files.
For e-book records in the online catalog, inserted the number of users allowed for
each resource. This allows us to readily determine if a user is being denied access
because the maximum number of users has been reached or if it is technology
issue.
Helped create an Electronic Resource Form with the Electronic Resources
Librarian in order to help the library keep track of reported issues with eresources or databases.

Challenges/Issues
While compiling data for this report, Technical Services staff identified several
inconsistencies for past years reporting. Therefore, we have worked with main campus staff to
establish a new baseline of data for our collections. This data is presented below. Over the next
year, technical services staff will develop projects and procedures to confirm and/or alter the
information to provide us with a more dependable set of data.
Technical Services Data
2016-2017
TITLES
/
VOLUMES
Formats
ITEMS
/ PIECES
NOTES
Printer books
146,710
154,449
Notated music
398
430
Printed maps
384
406
Films/Videos
4,419
5,484
Microforms
12
40
Audio Spoken
32
163
Audio Musical
591
722
2-D Graphics
4
4 *?
Online
Resources
54
54 * ?
Computer Files
59
59 * ?
Kits
5
5
26
39

3-D objects
Serials/Journals
Manuscripts
E-maps
E-videos
E-audio
E-journals
E-books

2
2,361
55
2
1
1
3,926
502,194

2
9,943
61
2
1
1
3,926
502,178

?
?
?
*
*

* There are some irregularities within the individual
reports for these items. These will be thoroughly
investigated during the coming year.
? These categories have never been utilized at USC
Upstate and we are unsure of their validity. These will
also be investigated in the coming year
Additionally for the first time, we are able to isolate data by our individual library collection
locations. That data is presented below:
Volume Count by USC Upstate Location
2016-2017
Location
USC Upstate
USC Upstate Archives
USC Upstate Braille Collection
USC Upstate Computer Lab
USC Upstate Reserve
USC Upstate Electronic Books
USC Upstate Internet
USC Upstate Juvenile
USC Upstate Leisure Reading
USC Upstate Map
USC Upstate Oversize
USC Upstate Reference
USC Upstate Reference Oversize
USC Upstate Special Collections
USC Upstate Technical Services
University Center at Greenville

138,142
537
18
7
75
502,206
17
11,961
2,312
348
1,533
14,668
109
1,113
77
2
27
40

University Center at Greenville
Oversize

16

University Center at Greenville
Reference
USC Upstate at Sumter Library

200
213

USC Upstate at Sumter Library
Audio Visual
USC Upstate at Sumter Library

47
2

USC Upstate at Sumter Library
Juvenile

347

USC Upstate at Sumter Library
Reference

23

TOTALS

673,975

MARKETING AND OUTREACH
Library faculty and staff endeavor to encourage dialogue and promote new learning
opportunities with students, staff, and faculty as well as serve as an outreach for the University to
the non-academic community in which it resides. To this end, the Library continues to explore
outreach through Social Media including any forum for online publication and commentary,
including blogs, wikis, and social networking sites. In 2016/17, the Library continued working
with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Flickr.
Outreach efforts included participating in campus-wide events, collaborating with other
units for activities in the library, student participation events/initiatives, and library displays,
Campus-wide events:
 Premiere Fair – the library staffed a table distributing “Bandanas and Bananas.” 140 branded
bandanas and ten (10) bunches of bananas were given out. The bananas were donated by
Sodexo. Also conducted a manual survey while passing out giveaways. The survey included
three questions:
1. How would you like to connect with the library online?
2. What is one thing you would like the library to provide?
3. After visiting the library a couple times, what is one thing you would change?


AGOGE – for the third consecutive year, the library participated in AGOGE events. The
theme for this year was “Books and Bubbles”. Breakfast was provided on the front portico
of the library and 49 students participated in a library scavenger hunt. All photos were
posted to the Library’s Facebook page.

Collaboration initiatives:
The library collaborated with two other units on campus by providing a table and space for them
to connect with students in the library:
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Counseling Services – during fall semester exams, they distributed snacks and provided
support for students. Although this was very successful, they cannot do it again as they have
no funds to support the effort.
International Studies/Study Abroad – their staff set up a table once a month during spring
semester to promote the Study Abroad program. We have no details on the success.
Student Services – staff gave out Domino’s Pizza during our Pokemon Go. 4 event – see
below for full description.

Student participation library events:
 Postcards – several times during the year, the library provided postcards for students to
complete and send home. One student told the recipient that they had been accepted into
nursing school. Another was sent to Germany. The library collected approximately 20
postcards to send during the fall semester.
 Black-Out Poetry – students sat at a table in front of the Banned Books Display and created
blackout poetry using materials provided by the library. These included old book pages,
black and rainbow-colored markers.
 Mock Election – for a full month prior to the national election, students utilized the display
and boxes at the display table to vote for one candidate. 118 votes were cast.
 Pokemon Go. 4 – students played a scavenger hunt game. Prizes included a Google Play gift
card, an i-Tunes gift card, a Starbucks gift card, and a comic book gift card. Student Services
also participated in this event by giving out Domino’s Pizza to students.
Stress-Breakers:
 Using a paper covered table, students were asked to leave positive words of encouragement
for their colleagues.
 Using a paper covered table, students created snowflakes using markers and crayons.
 Distributed 113 pieces of bubble wrap for popping during exam weeks.
 Provided ear plugs for students requiring absolute quiet study time.
 Provided jigsaw puzzles for students to work
 Family photos
 Emojis – someone stole the eyes from the lady emoji!
 Renoir
 Butterflies
 Cats
Displays:
 The Archives Glass Display Case continued to be used for special topics and events. A
number of exhibits were mounted to highlight and showcase various collections as well as to
increase the visibility of the Archives. These included the first-anniversary exhibit for
#SpartanStrong commemorating the four student-athletes killed in an automobile accident in
2015; a Women’s History Month exhibit in March 2017 featuring items from the newly
accessioned Center for Women’s and Gender Studies Collection; and a “Commencement
through the Years” exhibit featuring notable honorary degree recipients.
 The Glass Wall across from the circulation desk and around Virginia Cononie’s office
became a second display area.
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In collaboration with Archives and Special Collections, mounted a semester long
display from the Event T-Shirt Collection. By creating a clothesline behind the glass
wall, displayed 15-20 t-shirts that showcased a variety of events, campus entities, and
special historical moments.
o
Students left Post-it Notes with their New Year’s Resolutions – 41 participants.
Display Table:
o
Graphic Novels
o
Banned Books Week (September 25 – October 1)
o
Fall Themed Books
o
Pot of Gold Resources: Business, Nursing, Education, and Controversial Issues
o
Summer Reading Surprise Books – at the end of spring semester approximately 70
books had been donated for the Leisure Reading Collection but were not added
because they were duplicates, did not fit the criteria, etc. These books were used in a
display and offered to students as giveaways. Because they had not been officially
added to the collection, they were not state property and could be recycled in this
way.
South Carolina African American Artists: Merton Simpson, David Drake, Winston
o
Wingo, Leo Twiggs, and Dwight Rose.
o
Celebrate Pride

Photographs of the displays may be found at https://sketchlibrarian.com/library-displays/
SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: The Library’s Facebook page grew to 271 likes. Posts were related to library
resources, citation style guidelines, encouraging sentiments for students during exams, and
information on hours of operation. Although this platform is still slow growing it allows us to
have the longest posts and has the ability to create live video.
Twitter: The Library’s Twitter page followers have risen to 403 followers. This is another
dramatic gain for the platform. It is easy to see that students are engaging with the library
through this social media platform.
Instagram: The Library’s Instagram accounts has 374 followers. There were 377 pictures
posted.
Tumblr: Because of low usage, the library discontinued its Tumblr account.
Hootsuite: The Library continued to use the management system HootSuite to post, respond,
and favor tweets directly from students. The Library is also using this platform to schedule posts
several months ahead for each semester. These scheduled statuses speak of library hours, study
and database tips, and are also tailored to majors/career focus.
UCG LIBRARY
Accomplishments:
The F. W. Symmes Library at the University Center of Greenville continues to serve all
the universities that offer baccalaureate degree completion programs and graduate programs at
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the University Center Greenville on Pleasantburg Drive. For USC Upstate, this includes degree
completion programs in Nursing, Business Administration, Education, Engineering Technology
Management, Information Management and Systems and Interdisciplinary Studies. In addition,
Master’s programs (that offer mainly online courses) in Nursing and Informatics are available to
the Greenville area. These Master’s programs have faculty at the University Center of
Greenville.
While the library provides in-person librarian assistance (four days a week, during fall
and spring semesters) to its Greenville campus students, we are the only college/university
offering courses at the University Center who supports their students to this degree. This means
that we end up assisting all students – whether they are our students or those going to other
universities.
Although the university now offers courses in art, interdisciplinary studies, and religion at
the downtown River Street location, no library support was requested for these courses.
Nancy Lambert, Associate Dean of the Library for the Greenville Campus, continued to
provide face-to-face library assistance to Greenville faculty, staff and students 4 days each week
(Monday through Thursday) while classes were in session during fall semester 2016 and spring
semester 2017. In addition, Dr. Andrew Kearns, the USC Upstate Library’s Coordinator of
Library Instruction, began working at the University Center Library during fall semester 2016
and worked each Monday while classes were in session. Ms. Lambert will be retiring in June of
2018 and she oriented Dr. Kearns to the Greenville activities during the year. Plans are
underway for Dr. Kearns to continue as Associate Dean of the Library for the Greenville Campus
after Ms. Lambert retires. During summer sessions, Ms. Lambert provided face-to-face
assistance at the Greenville library on Mondays only. In order to stay abreast of activities on the
Spartanburg campus, she met each week with the Dean of the Library and on Fridays attended
library meetings in Spartanburg.
Ms. Lambert attended significant events of the Greenville Campus, including the
Opening Convocation, Lunches with the Interim Vice Chancellor and the Chancellor, (where she
promoted the Library’s information literacy awards), and a Non-traditional Student Lunch and
Learn on Information Technology. She was asked by a nursing professor to participate in a
Health Fair at the University Center on October 18, 2017 and provided a display for local high
school students on careers as a librarian. She also was asked by Dr. Marilyn Izzard to participate
in an Upward Bound on June 15, 2017.
Student newspapers, the Upstate Magazine, and posters for USC Upstate events were
made available at the University Center Library.
The students (particularly the nursing students) in Greenville continue to need writing
help and help with citations. Before fall semester 2016 began, Mr. Brock Adams, Director of the
Writing Center at USC Upstate, set up a computer station for remote assistance from the Writing
Center via Skype for Business. In addition, during the year, Ms. Lambert worked many hours
contributing to the script for a tutorial on APA citations for nursing students. The tutorial was
produced by Literati and made available in May. Mr. Adams and the School of Nursing faculty
welcomed this additional help with citations for the students. It is hoped that when fall semester
begins, nursing faculty will require their students to watch the tutorial. The library also
purchased the Little Brown handbook as a reference and the Associate Dean of Nursing on the
Greenville Campus and the Director of Research in Nursing were very supportive of providing
citation help by adding supplemental information on APA (American Psychological Association)
style of documentation to the nursing courses/orientations.
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Mr. Arran McDermott who provides assistance with information technology worked in
the University Center Library on Mondays and Wednesdays. This was an enormous help to
students in the RN to BSN program who have been away from school for a long time, and are
not as familiar with technology.
Ms. Lambert participated in transfer orientations July 28 and January 4 and Dr. Kearns
participated on August 11.
Nursing Library Instruction
 Three RN to BSN nursing orientations held in Greenville included a library component. On
August 8, Mr. Jim LaMee filled in for Nancy Lambert while she was away and provided the
library information for the orientation. Additional RN to BSN orientations were held January
4 and May 3. Ms. Lambert worked with Dr. Sonya Blevins, Dr. Lynette Gibson and Ms.
Trish Wade to coordinate information and handouts for these students.
 A special program, Running Start, began for nursing students. Ms. Lambert worked with two
Greenville-based nursing professors to develop support sessions to nursing students. These
included a session with the librarian on advanced google searching and on using the Anatomy
and Physiology Online database.
 For the Psychiatric and Mental Health nursing course, Ms. Lambert and the professors of the
psychiatric nursing course collaborated to develop a new library guide with relevant new
books and web sites and Ms. Lambert created a video to assist with doing an assignment for
extra credit.
Education Library Instruction. The summary of instruction sessions is as follows:
 August 8 RN to BSN orientation
 NURS 441, Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing (used new library guide fall and
spring semesters)
 September 7, 2016 NURS 350, Professional Nursing Role Transition
 August 19, 2016 NURS 306, Introduction to Professional Nursing
 September 26, 2016 Running Start for Nursing, Anatomy and Physiology Online database
 October 24, 2016 Running Start for Nursing, Advanced Google Searching
 January 4, 2017 RN to BSN Orientation
 January 11, 2017 NURS 425, Nursing Research
 January 13, 2017 NURS 306, Introduction to Professional Nursing
 January 30, 2017 EDEC 420, The Young Child: Behavior and Development in Early
Childhood
 February 6, 2017 Running Start for Nursing, Anatomy and Physiology Online database
 February 13, 2017 Running Start for Nursing, Advanced Google Searching
 May 3, 2017 RN to BSN orientation
 June 15, 2017 Upward Bound
 June 30, 2017 Praxis Workshop (Education) presentation of materials on Learning
Express
Library instruction for education also included a new training program on the Learning Express
database. This databases houses practice tests for the PRAXIS exam which all education
students must pass.
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Appointments with students/Literature searches/Database training
Two research consultations with Ms. Lambert were held in Greenville: On February 23, 2017
one was held for a student in Library 201 and on April 10, 2017 one was held for a student in the
Masters of Nursing program.
Ms. Lambert conducted three (one began in 2015/16 completed in 2016/17) literature
searches for nursing faculty based in Greenville.
Ms. Lambert collaborated with Dr. Lynette Gibson to provide training on the Joanna
Briggs database for nursing faculty.
The new Director of the Teacher education program in Greenville worked hard to prepare
the education students for the PRAXIS tests with a PRAXIS Boot Camp. Some preparation for
these tests is available on the library database, Learning Express. The library was able to
purchase print copies of the subject books for the PRAXIS that are available on the Spartanburg
campus. In addition, the Little Brown handbook, psychiatric nursing books, and some other print
titles in nursing were added to the small print collection in Greenville.
Ms. Lambert promoted the awards given for Information Literacy on the Greenville
Campus and this year a number of the Greenville students were nominated for the award by a
nursing professor. These students attended the ceremony for the awards on the Spartanburg
campus.
Data on the number and kind of questions asked at the University Center Library are
presented by month and by fiscal year in Table 1. The total number of questions about Library
resources and services decreased from 127 to 115. Since questions from nursing students are
very common, we hope the formal instruction we provided to nursing students this year accounts
for some of the decrease. The number of involved questions related to Library resources and
services increased from 21 to 77. This probably reflects the type of assistance students and
faculty need when using a virtual library. Explaining/teaching about online resources takes time.
The number of questions related to technology dropped from 166 to 114. Mr. McDermott’s
assistance in the Library provides help with these questions. This report does not have data on
the number of questions Mr. McDermott answered. Technology questions, however, still remain
the largest percentage (22%) of the questions librarians answered at the Greenville library (see
below).
Questions Answered
by Question Type and Month, 2016 – 2017
and Fiscal Year Totals, 2012 - 2017
Month, 2016 - 2017
Fiscal Year Totals

23
27
77

2016-17

46

31 42 57
8 50 58
3 22 21

2015-16

33

2014-15

2 4 1 1 1
1 5
1
2
9 5 10 6

2013-14

4 6 6 3
1 26 1 2
1 6 4 6 1

2012-13

June
May
April
March
February
January
December
November
October
September
August
July

Question Type
Short
Long
Involved

28
39
48

Subtotal of
questions about
library resources and
services
Technology
Directional
Non-Upstate Students
Grand Total

1 11 36 13 6 0 12 14 11 8 1 2
15
1
7 10
9 37

9 9 6 6
1
1
5 5 4 3
51 27 16 10

6
3
3
24

8 10 1
1
1
5 7 3 2
28 28 13 4 2

42 114 136 127
162
9
42
255

199
30
83
426

166 114
36 15
56 56
394 312

115
70
8
54
247

The chart below illustrates the variety of questions for 2016/17:

FIGURE 1
TYPE OF QUESTION ASKED, FY 2016 - 2017
(in percents)

Short 11%

Non-Upstate
Students 22%

Long 16%

Directional
3%
Technology
28%

Involved
20%

Issues/Concerns:
For USC Upstate students taking courses on the Greenville Campus (University Center
location), providing Library resources and services poses two unique issues and challenges.
First, when students walk into the library at the University Center, they see some, but not
many, books. Yet, a tremendous collection of books is easily available to them through the
PASCAL (Partnership Among S.C. Academic Libraries) Delivers service, through the large
numbers of e-books provided by PASCAL and the USC Upstate Library, and through
Interlibrary Loan. The USC Upstate librarians are challenged to educate the students and faculty
about these resources and services. We are currently promoting these resources through
handouts near the entrance to the library, in our orientation sessions, in our classroom instruction
sessions, on our web site and library guides, and by word-of-mouth.
A second issue/challenge for the librarians on the Greenville campus is that students ask
questions about academic support services, such as information technology as well as writing
and citation help. Help in these areas is limited in Greenville. Mr. Arran McDermott provides
invaluable assistance on the Greenville campus but he works in Greenville just two days a week.
Students and faculty may call the Information Technology Help desk for assistance but some
students prefer in-person assistance and some kinds of questions are more clearly answered with
in-person assistance. Writing assistance through the new Skype for Business distance tutoring is
available but some students will drive to Spartanburg to secure in-person assistance.
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ELECTRONIC RESOURCES
Accomplishments:
PASCAL funding support continues to be required from all participating institutions.
The membership fees for PASCAL for 2016/17 was $33,484. In addition to the membership fee,
PASCAL brokered a total of 21 databases for us at a cost of $61,300. Thus, our total PASCAL
costs for 2016/17 was $94,784.
Data for electronic resources can be difficult and confusing. Although the funds are
spent on a fiscal year basis, the subscriptions to these databases are for the following calendar
year. The attending analysis is, therefore, is based on the calendar year 2016.
Usage of all databases in 2016 decreased by a little more than 10% over 2015 (from
1,883,408 in 2015 to 1,688,563 in 2016). Oddly enough this figure is within 10,000 searches of
the number reported for 2014. Perhaps the increase in 2015 was an anomaly?
We continue to experience increases in costs for electronic resources: from $322,085 in
2015 to $381,168 for 2016. We are at the very beginning of increases caused by our growing
enrollment. Now that we are above 5,000 student FTE, this puts us in a different pricing bracket
for most database vendors. We are anticipating increases of an average of 25%.
For our total investment in electronic resources of $381,168, our users performed
1,688,563 searches; thus making our cost per search average slightly below $.23.
At 667,597 searches, the PASCAL group of databases continues to receive the highest
usage of our database offerings with a cost per search of approximately $.14.
The USC Upstate library faculty continued to analyze both the print and electronic
resources including usage statistics, overlap of titles between/among databases, current costs,
cost trends for each title, and input from the classroom faculty. More publishers are now
offering their products in electronic format only.
During the past year, 19 print titles were changed to electronic format only. Moving in
this direction saves the library on several fronts: electronic journals do not require shelf space;
do not have to be bound; and do not require re-shelving. All of these factors allow resources to
be redirected to other initiatives. The library is now subscribing to 461 print journals, but has
access to over 200,000 electronic ones! Staff time that was once spent in shelving journals,
pulling them for binding, and maintaining binding records is now spent on maintaining and
troubleshooting electronic records. In many instances, this requires a higher skill level than in
the part.
Issues/Concerns:
Budget concerns to support electronic resources continue to be an issue as these resources
are continuing to consume more and more of our resources budget. As our enrollment increases,
our expenditures for electronic resources will increase. As noted elsewhere in this report, since
our enrollment FTE is now over 5,000, the cost of our databases will increase by approximately
25%.
Additionally, change is a constant within the world of e-resources, and the main issue
seems to be keeping current with changes in existing resources as well as keeping up-to-date on
new e-resource offerings. Maintaining accurate records in the face of constant changes can be
daunting, but the systems currently in place seem to help.
Another challenge is the lack of consistency in vendor reporting of statistics – a fact that
probably won’t be change in the foreseeable future. Different companies define searches,
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sessions and the like in varying terms, so it is a major challenge to present the most accurate
statistics.
One new initiative by PASCAL will probably result in massive changes in procedures
and may also impact the library’s budget. Through state lottery funds, PASCAL has secured
money to implement a statewide online library catalog for all 56 libraries in the PASCAL
consortia. An RFP will be launched in fall, 2017 with the first libraries going to a new system
sometime in 2018. This will replace the Innovative Interfaces Millennium platform for the entire
USC system. As yet, the full impact on procedures, services, and budgets are unknown – but we
know there will be an impact.
ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Archives and Special Collections continued to progress during the fiscal year 2016-2017,
focusing on technology, collection development, and outreach. There are three distinct parts to
the department:
 University Archives, which encompasses documents and publications generated by the
university and its various departments, as well as an extensive photograph collection;
 Special Collections, which encompasses named donations to the Archives from individuals
and families, as well as specific materials previously held in the university’s circulating
collection;
 Archives of the Upstate, which encompasses collections that focus on the areas of
Medicine, Education, Religion (excluding Methodism), and Military History with an
emphasis on the 10-county region of Upstate South Carolina.
The archives employs one full-time, tenure-track faculty librarian with a background in
archival studies, and shares one Technical Services staff member who works 10 hours per week
in the archives.
Accomplishments:
Technology:
 The full scanning setup for the archives, including the Bookeye 4.0 overhead scanner and
Epson Expression 11000 flatbed scanner, was finally operational as of December 2016 after
ITDS replaced the initial refurbished computer they had provided with a new computer as
originally requested in the technology grant from 2015. A wide-screen computer monitor
was added to the setup, as well as a full Adobe Creative Cloud suite which includes
Photoshop.
Collection Development:
 The Archives accessioned a number of collections from various campus departments and
groups during 2016-2017. This resulted from the previous year’s request for collections
issued during the General Faculty Meeting in April 2016. Some examples were a large news
clipping file from University Communications, a collection of posters and ephemera from the
Center for Women’s and Gender Studies, and a collection of trophies and awards won by
various student groups on campus such as Maggie’s Drawers literary magazine and the nowdefunct Mock Trial Team.
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Outreach:
 During the 2016-2017 academic year, a number of exhibits were mounted to highlight and
showcase various collections as well as to increase the visibility of the Archives. These
included a t-shirt display mentioned earlier in the Marketing and Outreach section of this
report; the first-anniversary exhibit for #SpartanStrong commemorating the four studentathletes killed in an automobile accident in 2015; a Women’s History Month exhibit in
March 2017 featuring items from the newly accessioned Center for Women’s and Gender
Studies Collection; and a “Commencement through the Years” exhibit featuring notable
honorary degree recipients.
 Contacts were made with two outside donors to begin the process of accessioning materials
for the Archives: the papers of Dr. John Edmunds, original faculty member of USC
Upstate; and the papers of Samuel P. Manning, South Carolina State Representative for
Spartanburg County.
Other Notable Events:
 Began the process of updating the Disaster Preparedness Plan for the Library, which
includes specific plans for the Archives. The plan should be completed by the end of the
2017-2018 academic year.
Issues / Concerns:
As with other library departments, budget remains a primary concern for the archives.
Going forward, not only will the archives require physical supplies to support the ongoing
processing and preservation of collections, but technology as well such as expanded digital
storage, additional maintenance equipment such as environmental controls, and upgraded content
management systems.
GOALS FOR 2017/2018
The overarching goal for 2017/18 is to continue to provide exemplary service to our students,
staff, and faculty.
Facilities / Physical Plant
 With the coming of a new Chancellor, the library is once again poised for possible
renovations that will elevate the structure to allow better service to our students, staff, and
faculty.
 Continue to explore how we might configure the second floor to accommodate full and open
access.
 Continue to explore renovation options for the front of the library with facilities, university
administration, and architects.
 Continue to explore Learning Commons options.
 In collaboration with the Chancellor and other administrators, submit capital improvement
requests including carpet replacement and other needs.
 Develop plan for shifting collections into the vacated compact shelving.
 Plan to add more leisure chairs and perhaps some exercise options.
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Personnel
 Recruit and hire a new Coordinator of Head of Technical Services before the end of Fall
Semester.
 Advertise and recruit for the vacancies that will occur when Nancy Lambert and Clementine
Geter retire. It is hoped that we will be allowed a one month overlap with Clementine’s
replacement.
Collections
 Complete the reference collection review.
 Complete shift of collection into shelving left vacant from the reference project.
 Analyze the Leisure Reading Collection for areas not being read and weed accordingly.
Information Literacy (Library Instruction)
 Review library instructional support for Fine Arts and Communication Studies and one other
department to be determined. (Program Outcome 4, Criterion b)
 Reach out to graduate students or faculty as the special outreach project for 2017-18.
(Program Outcome 4, Criterion c)
 Prepare for the transition to a new Coordinator for Information Literacy.
Reference Services
 Continue to provide multiple platforms of service to our patrons.
 Continue to monitor and evaluate those platforms in order to develop or revise procedures as
needs change.
 Begin to analyze the demands of the reference desk as it now exists. Is it time to separate
certain tasks from the desk – perhaps creating a virtual reference desk to be staffed by a
faculty member in their office as opposed to having all inquiries managed by the one person
on the physical desk?
Access Services
 Complete comprehensive inventory for second floor circulating collection (P-Z).
 Shift Bound and Loose Periodical collections as needed.
 Shift Reference collection after librarians complete their analysis.
 Revamp the procedures for placing materials on Reserve.
 Complete cross training circulation staff with computer lab staff.
 Revise and update the policies and procedures manual.
 Review job descriptions for Circulation staff members.
Marketing and Outreach
 Incorporate Live video through Instagram.
 Collaborate with Archives on 50th Anniversary celebrations.
 Continue collaboration with counseling services.
 Explore larger creativity activities.
 Purchase Hootsuite Non-profit account.
 Run a Facebook or Instagram Ad.
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UCG
 Continue transition with Dr. Kearns increasing his time at UCG and Ms. Lambert decreasing
hers as she works towards retirement in June 2018.
 Although the library provides in-person librarian assistance (four days a week, during fall
and spring semesters) to its Greenville campus students, they are finding that academic
support services (Information Technology and Writing Center assistance) for USC Upstate
students in Greenville continue to need improvement. Students returning to school to
complete their degrees need support in both of these areas in order to grow more confident in
their abilities and in order to succeed.
 Begin to explore how we can provide library support for evening programs and courses.
 Look for ways to provide training and promotion of the thousands of e-books available in our
electronic resources.
Technical Services
 Continue to identify and correct collection data discrepancies. This will be helped through
reports provided by USC Columbia.
 Revise and update the policies and procedures manual.
 Train all technical services staff in Full-Text Finder
Electronic Resources
 Continue working to improve transition to EBSCO Full Text Finder and lend strong support
to LibGuides 2.0.
 Increase knowledge of e-book offerings and details and to pass that along to colleagues.
Archives and Special Collections
 Continue outreach efforts to build awareness of the University Archives across campus and
throughout the surrounding community.
 Look for opportunities to create digital collections that can be added to the South Carolina
Digital Library, increasing the visibility of USC Upstate throughout South Carolina.
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